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15 STEPS TO LIVING 
THROUGH FINALS I By ~'!,- ""'.i':n':!F.~ :.·~~';vo::,~:t7"omo !::'r::!':,;.,°:,t.'::_ .... aoide a block of 1. K.- when and where the 
$ :l junior, has a three-day system for essay •1 stay up late at night but then sleep exam will be given. 
The idea of final exams sends chills test preparation. as long as lean during the day,"he said. 2. find out whatthe exam will 
through many students. "First I read all the notes to get a grasp Which study method is most helpful? cover. 
But most students asked said the fear on big abstract movements and the de- Clements said studying only one day 
3
_ Choose a study method. 
is not great enough to keep them up all tails. I read some journal articles about for an exam is not the best way. 
night - only a little later than usual. the subject to get someone else's per- "My statistics say it takes a good three 4. Plan your study time. 
spective," she said." Then, the morning weeks to do scientific studying," she 5. Don't depend on study 
before, I memorize all the details.• ' said. •Cramming takes one week, and groups. See related story, Page10 
Com said drinking Diet Coke and intensive cramming takes three days 6. Be test-wise - know test-
$?-:(. J~~~-n!:~:J:r~!=s~ ;~~.: b!:~s~ cheas relaxes her during study mi;:U~~:nal-Support Services offers ~~~~~dT:,~~:.gles and prepare '.f_.i_,t"_;l_ 
'ff: sophomore, said. Schneider said lemonade is better for study seminars several times each year. 7. Take a pretest. . 
"You have to get a healthy amount of keeping awake. Information provided at the seminars 8. Reward yourself for each 
sleep each night,• Sandra M. Clements, "Also, lots of study breaks and sugar- includes a handout called • A 15-Step hour you spend studying. ::fl 
coordinator of Educational Support free hot chocolate,• she said. "And I've PlanonHowtoLiveThroughFinals." It 
9 
B If k Ji 
Pr"'""'ms and Disabled Student Serv- heard cartwheels are a gr·eat stress re- includes recommendations on how to • e good to yourse - ta e 
--..---- short breaks. Take time off ices,said. liever." studyandhowNOTtopanicbeforethe f J b 
So how do you study for finals? Each Christopher R. McDowell, Hunting- exam. t~ii'::e!~r O or campus ac-
END-OF-THE- S EMESTER Deadline for dropping classes Friday 
Students planning to withdraw from 
classes must do so no later than Friday, 
the registrar said. 
Robert Eddins said students have until 
the end of office hours Friday to drop a 
class with a "WP" or"WF." He said there 
will be no exceptions to this 4:30 p.m. 
deadline. 
Eddins said there has been a lot of 
activity in the registrar's office this week 
and said he thought it would continue 
through Friday. 
"A lot of the troops are running to the 
hills," Eddins .said. 
He many students do not withdraw 
from classes until the last day of the 
drop period. 
Eddins advised students to be pre-
pared when going to drop a class if they 
are going.to wait until the final moment. 
"Everybody that drops must have their 
ID card, faculty signature and dean's 
signature," Eddins said. "If not, they 
will not be allowed to withdraw." 
10. Be as organized as pos-
sible - eat on schedule and 
get a normal amount of sleep 
each night. 
11. Be positive. 
12. Protect yourself from pan-
Icky students. 
:r;~~:f::: r:r:t•er from I 
14. Relax the hour before the ,-*t 
!:.~~~~~~":t~·~-m I 
Payment oate convenient for un·iversity, official says ft: 
, ., ,:,_:,.'· __ :_!· .•:· __ ti . 
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,·-~·· time. "It's really ruining my Christmas be- 2 for Christmas break. However, he added, if some type of :·::;:; 
:': "A lot of students pay for their tuition cause most of my Christmas money is He said other advantages to having agreement could be made, he would see ··· · 
::ti. and they need the chance to work over going to pay for tuition,'" Jennifer Mor- advance payment is that it assists the no problem in moving the deadline. ·,'_·_:,:,,,_··,:· .• __ ·•__  .•·
;~~ Christmas to make the money,• Myra rison, Lewisburg junior, said. "It is also deans in scheduling and the university Vass said he would prefer to let stu- ,. : 
Cazad, Barboursville sophomore, said. very difficult because it falls during fi. in preparing certain budgets because dents pay later in December . 
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SrT)oking still allowed under new state policy, Bailey says 
By John R. Goodwin 
Reponer 
Smoking is permitted at Marshall as long 
as smokers follow the policy on Page 62 of 
ihe student handbook, according to the vice 
president and dean of student affairs. 
The state policy affects the West Vir-
ginia Division of Personnel only, Raines 
stated in her letter. 
-rhe State Legislature said smoking is 
not prohibited' .at public nigher education 
institutions like Marshall," Dr. Nell C. But, Jo Ann Raines, public information 
Bailey said. officer and legislative coordinator, cleared 
Dr. Stephen P. Mewaldt, professor of the air. 
psychology, said that the new West Vir- In a letter to the state college and univer-
ginia smoking policy, which prohibits sitysystemsofWestVirginia, Raineswrot.e 
smoking in state-operated workplaces, does that public institutions ofhigher education 
not clearly state whether smoking is al- arenotcoveredbythe state smoking policy. 
lowed at Marshall. "It should be noted, however," she wrote, 
"The way the state policy is written, it "that since public institutions of higher 
sounds like it would applytoeverythingthe education are not covered by the Division of 
state owns, including Marshall," Mewaldt Personnel, compliance will be voluntary." 
said. . . ' ' Though Slllol<.e'rs 'at· Marshall' arfi h'ot I 
obligated to abide by the state restrictions, 
university policy prohibits smoking in hall-
ways, classrooms, laboratories, libraries, 
elevators, auditoriums, multiperson work 
areas - if any person in the area objects to 
smoking - restrooms, waiting rooms, clin-
ics, conference rooms, residence hall cafe-
terias and the John Marshall Medical 
Cent.er. 
Other smoking restrictions may be estab-
lished by administrative units or govern-
ing boards. ' 
·• 
2 
When the Wall fell, 
bitterness escaped 
he bitter past has faded for the coura-
geous people of Berlin. T After the tumbling of the Berlin Wall, 
we saw a courageous, free people 
emerge from the rubble of 40 years of Soviet 
occupation. 
And now that it's Christmastime, we see the 
same people take on a caring tone as well. 
And it's amazing. 
Absent is any bitterness from years of Soviet 
occupation. 
Absent is hatred and distrust of the soldiers 
who once patrolled their lives. 
In fact, many people are inviting them to 
their holiday celebrations. 
East Germans are being asked by a German 
friendship society to"Forget the bitter past ... 
to have a heart and invite a Red Army soldier 
into their home for the holidays." 
This just one part of an effort by German 
relief groups, labor unions and companies that 
are shipping tons of food and other necessities 
to aid their Soviet neighbors during a "chaotic 
food situation" for the Soviet union. 
The German Red Cross is allocating $2 bil-
lion to the reform effort and German leaders 
have lobbied for support to aid and assist the 
Soviet union. 
And pity replaces the fear East Germans 
felt for the soldiers who once had dominated 
their lives. Reports of desertions and suicides 
by Soviet soldiers, who face returning to a · 
homeland fighting food shortages and social 
turmoil, have been widespread, according to 
an Associated Press story. 
But it's Christmastime. And the East Ger-
mans are giving thanks for their new-found 
sovereignty. 
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Opinion 
Pray he hits lottery before Dec. 24 
It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas ... 
Well, at least that's how the song goes. 
I wouldn't mind ifit were changed to: "It's beginning 
to look a lot like the day after Christmas, everywhere I 
go ... " 
Oh, sure, Christmas is a wonderful time of the year. 
Everyone comes together in peace, love and harmony 
to embrace his or her fellow man. 
Terrified children become paranoid that some bearded 
old geezer in a red suit is watching them while they're 
sleeping and awake. This paranoia is fed by parents 
telling the misbehaved ruffians that they better be good 
for goodness sake because Santa is watching and they 
will receive a lump of coal instead of presents if they 
Later my father asked me what I was going to buy my 
brother and sister for Christmas. I told him nothing -
unless I won the lottery before Dec. 24. 
aren't. · . 
He, being the patriarch that he is, apparently in-
formed my mother of our conversation. She, in tum, 
called me early this week. 
"Your dad told me you didn't have the money for 
Christmas gifts," the bearer of children lovingly said. 
It warms my heart. It makes me want to buy the 
world a Coke and keep it company ... but I can't. 
"As far as you know, oh matriarch," I replied. 
"Well, don't worry about buying presents -just worry 
about getting home," she said. "Your being home is the 
only present we need." 
I'm broke - like most college students. 
Whoever said, "It's better to give than to receive" 
obviously never went to college. 
My lack of money and its relationship to the holiday 
season has bothered me for quite a while. I thought 
about saving small amounts of money over time, then I 
would have funds to buy Christmas presents. 
I responded, "Well, mom, I'll be home for Christmas 
(you can count on me) - but I have no gifts to bring (pa-
rum-pum-pum-pum)," I said, alluding to two too many 
Christmas carols. 
That worked for about a day. 
I then thought about charging all ofmy holiday 
purchases on my credit card. But, after receiving my 
last Visa balance, I was left wondering how many gifts I 
could buy for $16. 
"You can play your drums for us," my ever-alert 
mother replied, picking up on "The Little Drummer Boy" 
allusion. 
The witty conversation made me feel (somewhat) 
better about my predicament - although I had repeated 
flashbacks to episodes of"Father Knows Best," "The 
Brady Bunch" and "The Waltons." While home for Thanksgiving break, I was told by my 
brother, Mike, that he had purchased a 4-wheeler for my 
father and a dishwasher for my mother - something 
both of them had been wanting for a long time. 
I didn't think my family had the ability to be so 
mushy, but that conversation ranked about 9.3 on the 
mushiness scale. 
Both gifts were given to them during the break, and 
Mike said I coul.d help make payments or, if I didn't "feel 
right" about doing that, I could go ahead and buy 
presents of my own. 
Great. 
After talking to Mom, I don't feel nearly as bad about 
going home for Christmas empty-handed. Sure, my 
brother and sister may be a little upset when they give 
me my presents and I, in tum, only give them my 
appreciation. 
I can either help him pay for the large and costly gifts, 
or go out and buy ones ofmy own -neither of which I 
can afford. 
But, hey, as one wise person once said, "It's better to 




views on Gulf 
To the Editor: 
I'd like to suggest some reading re-
mediation and listening skill classes 
for Brent A. Kessinger and Edwin 
Haney. They clearly are not under-
standing what the opposition is writ-
ing and saying about the U.S. position 
regarding Iraq and the Middle East. 
Don't these love-or-leave-it idiots ever 
wonderwhy"Mr. Conservative" speech 
writer for Richard Nixon and Spiro 
Agnew, Patrick Buchanan, has come 
out against the U.S. position in the 
Middle East. Isn't it interesting that 
Sam Nunn, head of the Armed Serv-
ices Committee is against the current 
policy in the Middle East? Former 
Secretary of Defense, Arthur Sch-
lessinger has recently added his name 
to the list of opponents. These people 
are not liberal pacifists. 
It may be true that MAPS and Eli-
nore Taylor don't represent the opin-
ion of the student body as a whole, 
· tluin'k goodn'ess for'that. F.or those of 
you who still want to support the for-
eign policy of the Teddy Roosevelt 
years, "speak softly and carry a big 
stick• why don't you get in a time 
machine and go back to the previous 
century, that's probably where you'd 
be most comfortable. But since the 
time machines haven't been perfected, 
enlist in the Army and join the infan-
try. You'll have ample opportunity to 
fight for your ideals if you hurry. 
Let's hope a land war in the Middle 
East doesn't become a reality. Bush's 
popularity on this issue has been drop-
ping steadily. No one in liberal camp, 
which has a lot of conservative mem-
bers on this particular issue, is a lover 
ofSaddam Hussein. Butlet'sfaceitig-
noramuses, the U.S. isn't fighting for 
American ideals here, it's fighting for 
oil, oil, oil. Hussein wasn't a madman 
as long as he was fighting for goals 
compatible with U.S. interests. Now 
Bush meets with Hafey Assad, the 
leader of Syria, a country which the 
U.S. has identified as a terrorist state. 
· If Brent and Edwin want to fight in 
the Middle East-go ahead. It would 
probably improve the quality of the 
gene pool in this country. As for those 
ofus who are against the current U.S. 
r->licy in the Middle East- a number 
ever increasing - we want to save 
American lives, postages, soldiers, and 
the tens of thousands that would be 
killed on the desert sands. 
My compliments to The Parthe-
non for its stand on this issue. 
Jack Massengale 
graduate student 
To the Editor: 
We were participants in the 
:: .. Marshall Univer~iW,:.C()lle- · 
: '.giate 4-H Weekend;, t-;lov:. 2~ .. 
. 4. W~wi.st) to expreifag4rap~ ·. 
.· :\preciati.o~ to . Mafsh:~11}:YrlF:' . 
; vers.ity .and•tne C6Jl~gjate ·• > Ciub. for · an;:enjoY.~qle\ and : 
.Jnforrnative_tirneJ .' . . .... 
.,,,, . i~~itli 
: ; \ . / Vladimir Davfd,Cltoff/ ' 
ili~lill\11 
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Readers ' Voice 
Guest columnist uses 
half-truths about Gulf 
American. Is it wrong to find fault with a government I did 
not elect? Or would Mr. Kessinger rather all of us blindly 
remain an ant on the bin? 
He also makes the mistake of' commenting on the whole-
hearted supportofMarshall Actions for Peaceful Solutions 
by the "establishment" of the university. I think he's been 
'in the closet too long on this one, otherwise he might see 
that MAPS is one of the most harassed groups on this 
campus - harassed by the •establishment," harassed by 
The Parthenon, harassed by students with right-wing ide-
ologies. It seems to these groups that MAPS is hardly "po-
litically correct." 
Panama. "Shining beacon of freedom?" This quote from a 
president who couldn't remember helping Iran and, 
strangely enough, also could not remember, before a fed-
eral grand jury in 1962, why he, as president of the Screen 
Actors Guild, had arranged for MCA to represent talent 
and production. Both MCA and Reagan became rich be-
cause of this corrupt activity, &a Rona)d Reagan is no one 
to quote on "American principles." 
To the Editor: 
:tam responding to the commentary written by Brent A. 
Kessinger and, by doing so, am exercising one of those 
•American princip)es" so admired by Kessinger. He uses 
many fal)acies and half-truths, in my opinion, when he 
condemns those opposing the United States or its aggres-
sion against Iraq. 
Another thing is that Saddam Hussein had the chance to 
invade Saudi Arabia with Kuwait. He could easily have 
crushed the Saudi army before President Bush could have 
sent troops against him. His taking hostages is, I agree, 
horrendous. However, American troops will not be able to 
free them. This is because the hostages are being used as 
a shield, and as such, will be the ones who will die before 
a single American soldier will. As soon as troops have 
entered Iraq; the embassy "Boy George" likes to talk about 
so much, likely will be turned into rubble. 
Next, we shou)d discuss Kessinger's support of a world 
war. According to Kessinger, we shou)d attack Iraq, Iran 
(to whom we have so)d arms), Libya, Syria ( who is commit-
ted with us against Hussein in thiseffort)andJordan. This 
"Ramboism" deserves no further comment as it's obvious 
what Kessinger's intent is: world war. 
Take this for example. In his very first paragraph, he 
says that •some of the harshest Anti-American rhetoric 
has been on the Opi,rion page of The Parthenon." Yet, in 
the same paragraph, he also says the paper does a poor job 
ofreflecting students' views. How do they do a poor job? Do 
they not censor enough free thought for you? 
But that aside, I really like the way he throws around 
terms geared toward an emotiona) response - such as 
"Anti-American" and "American principles." He does a 
good job in using these words to their utmost propagandist 
forms. To suggest, however, that those opposing U.S. in-
volvement in the Middle East are somehow anti-American 
is ludicrous. I oppose involvement, yet I a m not anti-
Kessinger argues also that, as what Ronald Reagan 
called a "shining beacon of freedom," it's our responsibility 
to invade Iraq, just like they invaded Kuwait, just like 
Israel did the Gaza Strip, just like we did Grenada and 
We get to his final paragraph where once again we see 
American principles (yes, American Principles) brought 
up. I want to know exactly what Brent Kessinger thinks 
these principles are. If freedom is one of these principles, 
he ought to understand that our troops in Saudi cannot 
practice their religions, except in secret. Our women in 
uniform cannot drive outside ofU.S.jurisdiction, and must . 
be veiled while they are outside that jurisdiction. Guess 
them's the breaks in the fight for "American Principles." 
U.S acting as any 
nation would faced 
with crisis in Gulf 
To the Editor: 
In his reply to Dr. Elinore Taylor's com-
mentary, "Principled America, a Mere 
Myth," my colleague Bobby Lipscomb states, 
• American Foreign policy has reflected 
many consistent princip)es throughout its 
history, such as peaceful settling of dis-
putes, disagreements, non-intervention, 
etc." IfBobby had thoroughly studied Ameri-
can foreign policy he would not have missed 
the phrases, "Grenada, Co)d War, Viet-
nam." 
As for Christopher McDowell, he made 
several statements to the effect that he, 
"did not know where to start" in his criti-
cism of Dr. Taylor's article. Upon reading 
his letter, I wish he had not "started." The 
theme of Dr. Taylor's commentary was that 
when the United States acts in its own self 
interest, we sometimes have the same ob-
jectives as dictators, tyrants, Nazis, ect. In 
other words, we often act just as every other 
nation does. Chris seems to be more inter-
ested in proving what type of military 
hardware was used to inadvertently kill 
Panamanian civilians. Bomber or fighter, 
who cares? They are still dead. 
Alec Plymale 
Huntington graduate student 
Math professors' 
salaries far below 
AMS averages 
To the Editor: 
The November, 1990, issue of Notices of 
the American Mathematical Society reports 
average salaries in master's degree grant-
ing mathematics department as follows: 
Full Professor $52,736 
Associate Professor $41,920 
Assistitl)t Professor $34,517 
You will notic~ that these figures are 
approximately $7,000 above the current 
Marshall salaries. While we applaud the 
College of Business in achieving significant 
salary raises, we need to stress the serious-
ness of our situation also. 
I serve on the mathematics personnel 
committee. This year we had two openings 
for tenure-track positions, but were unable 
to get a single American citizen to come for 
an interview. 
We would like to build up our math gradu-
ate program. We currently offer our teach-
ing assistants $1,500 plus tuition waiver 
per semester. Two hours drive down the 
road, the University of Kentucky offers 
$4,000 plus tuition waiver per semester. 
How can we compete? 
Judith A. Silver 
assistant professor of mathmatics 
Madonna's video, 
When asked why the nation is becoming 
more anti-social and inhibited, Madonna 
responded: "It's fear of AIDS. It's turned 
people into these awful '50's monsters." 
And that does seem to be the case. 
•Justify My Love" also shows Madonna 
kissing a woman. While some may feel this 
is repulsive, it is a tremendous step for-
ward for civi) rightf. Again, the material 
girl has stood up for another controversial 
issue. And while some people may not 
continue to like her, most of her fans will . 
Madonna is a leader. She follows up in 
what she believes in by donating concerts 
to AIDS research, performing for Amnesty 
International and Live Aid, and many other 
civil service projects. And that more than 
justifies her video, which will be available 




'Justify My Love,' Student says Moon 
victim of censorship robbed him of place 
To the Editor: 
to park Tuesday 
To the Editor: 
I am writing this due to a controversy 
that continues to grow,.but rarely receives ATTENTION ALL STUDENT HOLDING 
any press around here. The subject is PARKING PERMITS: Our regressive ath-
Madonna, and the controversy is her new letic director has once again raped of our 
video, "Justify My Love."Wednesday, Nov. property! ' 
28, MTV banned the video as "too risque." In October, I was advised by the Marshall 
This immediately heated up the debate of University Police Department that I was 
censorshipinAmericaagain, and left people eligible for a parking permit for only $37 at 
to wonder what was so bad about it. the stadium site. I took the parking place 
I went to Robby's Friday where they played for several reasons, among them the prom-
it (and kudos to them for doing so), and was ise I could park there on basketball game 
pleasantly surprised. Again, Madonna has nights. Alas, after three years, I did not 
set a new standard, and has pushed her have to walk several blocks to watch the 
First Admendment rights to the limit, in a game. If I could have only predicted the 
positive way. The video is about love and future. 
the sexual fantasies most of us have, but Tuesday night, at about 6:10 p.m., I drove 
few are willing to share. Yes, the video is onto the lot to take my parking space, only 
about sex, there's no doubt about it. But to be told by Pinkerton's Security that the 
what is wrong with that? lot was full. After conversing with them, 
In the pas t decade, we've become more re- they proceeded to park another car, with-
pressed about that type of subject matter, out a permit, into an open space. They then 
when we should be striving to be more open advised me that Lee Moon and Jack Daniels 
about it. This is not say we should run wild had cleared the lot for free parking during 
. with uninhibited passion, but rather, itis a basketbaU games_. I ~as forc.ed to walk the 
part of ourselves we should acknowledg~. : J 1/2 ):,lqcJcs_tp,H~f!q~rson _Center•because 
Gideon Paulovic 
Huntington sophomore 
Lee Moon and Jack Daniels decided to take 
my property away. 
The time the theft occurred is very impor-
tant. From 7 a .m. to 7 p.m. are the times the 
parking regulations are enforced. I was on 
the lot at 6:10 p.m., leaving 50 minutes 
before the period would end. Obviously, 
Moon had informed the men to park the 
cars there before I arrived. Nothing is men-
tioned in the agreement between MUPD 
and myself that mentions Lee Moon or 
anyone else can deprive me ofmy parking 
space. Officer Rhodes of the MUPD in-
formed me Tuesday night that I had a, 
legitimate complaint of theft against Lee 
Moon and Jack Daniels. 
Luckily, I do not have a class that starts 
at 6:30 p.m. If I had, I would have missed 
my class. I am filing a charge of theft 
against Lee Moon and Jack Daniels, for not 
only myself, but for all the students who 
own a parking space and who take night 
classes. Hopefully, you will not have to go 
through what I went through Tuesday night. 
I would like to now take the opportunity 
to address Lee Moon. Your ticket policies, 
your ticket-price-increases, and the way 
you have treated the people in the athletic 
office and the people of the community are 
the reasons you were being chanted at by 
the students Tuesday night. These are the 
reasons bumper stickers that proclaim, "Lee 
Moon, Get out of town NOW!!" exist. Your 
regressiveness and incompetency have been 
taken long enough. I have been informed 
that there is a noticeable trend about you. 
It seems that whereever you have worked, 
that school's athletic department has suf-
fered tremendously. Unfortunately, 
Marshall University had to suffer because 
of you also. I can only hope that when a new 
president is hired, the proclamation on the 
bumper stickers becomes true-that you 
have gotten out of town. 
C. David Classing 
South Point, Ohio, junior 
Notice: 
Any letters to the editor must be sub-
mitted by noon today. Due to time and 
space constraints, it may be impossible 
to publish every letter. The 500-word 
limit will be enforced . 
" ..... .... . . . ... . ... . .. . ... .. . . "' ..... "' ~ -"' 
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Beyond -MU 
From Associated Press and College Information Network reports 
Telesc.ope pointing problems slows NASA project 
By I.K. Brown 
College Information Network 
failed. But by late afternoon, the pointing 
system was running primarily on auto-
pilot, said flight director Al Pennington. 
and observe their targets, began experi• 
enced problems. 
The trouble was almost resolved when an. 
on-board computer crashed Monday night, 
sending the astronauts and ground teams 
"back to square zero: said mission man-
ager Jack Jones. It wasn't until Tuesday 
morning that the crew reported the star 
trackers seemed to be in good working 
order. 
Analysis of the light reveals what ele-
ments the star is made of and some of its 
history, he said. The X-ray emissions of 
Capella, for . example, revealed the pres-
ence of silicon. 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - A tricky 
telescope pointing system slowed 
Columbia's science schedule Tuesday but 
astronomers said they now can see star-
light at the end of the tunnel. 
"Going a"utomatic helps us J>OE!ition faster 
and gives the instruments more time to get 
their data,• he said. A star's ultraviolet and X-ray radiation 
cannot be observed by ground-based in- . 
stntmentsbecausetheenergydoesnotpene-
trate Earth's protective atmosphere. "The observatory is startingt.ocome alive," 
said mission scientist Ted Gull. "It's a lot 
later than what we wanted it to be.• 
The astronaut-astronomers aboard Co-
lumbia had to manually manipulate the 
telescope pointing system for the $150 
million Astro-1 observatory from the 
.. huttle's crew compartment when repeated 
attempts to turn over control to computers 
The multi-million dollar pointing system, 
built by Dornier System of Germany, en-
ables celestial objects to be targeted by the 
three ultraviolet telescopes mounted in · 
Columbia's payload bay. TheOrbiteralsois 
carrying an X-ray telescope. 
Despite the problems with the pointing 
system, scientists said Astro-1 was already 
making significant contributions. 
NASA had planned to study about 250 
celestial targets such as exploding stars, 
colliding galaxies, pulsars, quasars and 
black holes during Columbia's 10-day mis-
sion. Problems with the pointing system, 
however, will force scientists to drop at 
least 10 percent of the targets and spend . 
less time on others. 
NASA had planned to begin using the 
array of telescopes late Sunday but those 
hopes were dashed when the pointing 
system's star trackers, which lock onto guide 
stars and enable the telescopes to identify 
The X-ray telescope, for example, tar-
geted Capella, a bright star, for about 300 
seconds, said Astro-1 scientist Peter Ser-
lemitsos. 
Nativity scene ordered dismantled 
MARTINSBURG-A nativity scene on display for more 
than 30 years at the Veterans Affairs Medical Center has 
been dismantled following a resident's complaint, officials 
said. 
The creche was dismantled from inside the front en-
trance gate Tuesday after the resident asked why only one 
religion's symbols appeared in the display, center Director 
Tom Weaver said. He declined to identify the person. · 
Nativity scenes in many states have been taken down by 
court order because of religious objections. 
"It just caught up with us; Weaver said. 
Weaver said he reviewed the issue with Washington D.C. 
attorneys, who based their•tecommendations on a 1989 
U.S. Supreme Court ruling that forced the removal of a 
nativity scene from county property in Pittsburgh. 
"We applaud their decision,,. said Phil Guites, an Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union spokesman in New York. 
"When you have a government institution put up a nativ-
ity scene, it seems like they are endorsing the idea behind 
that,• Guites said. 
Miami calming after Monday riot 
Miami returned to its usual, uneasy peace 'l'uesday after 
the. fifth riot in a decade. 
Only the location - the typically calm, small Puerto 
Rican community in Wynwood - of Monday night's vio-
lence differed from earlier riots. 
Hundreds of youths looted and burned stores and autos 
after the acquittal of six police officers in the beating death 
of Puerto Rican drug dealer Leonardo Mercado. 
Cola giants join recycling effort 
Coke and Pepsi are racing to put the first recycled-plastic 
containers for food and drink on store shelves. 
They say they plan to introduce soft; drink bottles made 
frotn a new recycling process, developed over the past two 
years. 
So far, the Food and Drug Administration has prevented 
recycled plastic from being used to hold food. The new 
bottles will not add to the soft drink prices. 
Drug traffick~rs hanged in Iran 
Iran said 27 members of a drug - trafficking gang were 
hanged in the western city ofBakhtaran, the same day a 
U.N. committee adopted a resolution calling on Tehran to 
end human rights abuses. Amnesty International accused 
Tehran of a wave of executions. 
The traffickers executed at Dizelabad prison had been 
involved in buying and selling narcotics in Bakhtaran and 
Zahedan. 
Trade reform talks in trouble 
Efforts to reform the world's trade system neared a 
breakdown Tuesday night. The aim of the week-long gath-
ering of 107 nations in Brussels, Belgium: freer flow of 
goods, unhampered by quotas, import taxes and other 
barriers erected by individual countries. 
Talks on streamlining trade have been going on since 
World War II, under the auspices of the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade. 
Questions raised ,bout college affordability report 
The head of the U.S. Student Association 
takes issue with last week's report by Sec-
retary of Education Lauro F . Cavazos in 
which he contended a college education is 
still affordable for everyone who is quali-
fied. 
That idea "is simply not true," says Julius 
A Davis, presidentofthe Washington D.C.-
based organization, representing 2 million 
students. 
"And (Cavazos') assertion that schools 
must make some 'tough choices' to cut costs 
and keep higher education affordable ig-
nores the Department's own role in shut-
ting the doors.to higher education. Federal 
financial aid has failed to keep pace with 
rising tuition and inflation." 
Davis says that fewer 5tudents from 
middle-class families are enrolling in col-
lege. He adds that in spite of increased 
high-school completion rate11 for blacks and 
Latinos, the gap in college attendance rates 
between those groups and whites has wid-
ened in recent years. 
Grant will help bring DNA technology to high schools 
A New York researcher has received a experience with the technology, a method 
$50,000 Charles A. Dana Award for Pio- of manipulating molecules within genes 
neering Achievements in Health and Edu- that holds promise for preventing certain 
cation for bringing lessons on recombi- hereditary diseases. 
nant-DNA technology to high school teach- Micklos put his lessons in a van that has 
ers. visited 1,400 educators in 28 states since 
:, . p~~µ A . . Micklos, director of the DNA 1986. . , . , , 
•. ,,. +:, , ,. .• :,,x••··• ... . , . Learning·,center ~t Cold Spring Harbor Supporters say such education; though 
.,,:.: •.  ,, . .,>·.··=···'··-.-,.:.,.,-",.,.,., ... ,,, ... : .. ,,.,.: .. :,,,,,,,,i,, ...... ·. • J ' ·J;al::iora.to~ 'itl. ·New ·York, designed ·a pro-· · ·expensive,~is-critical, to.bEiu.ging.students 
Source: The Advest Group Web Bryant, Gannett News Service gram that gives the teachers hands-on up-to-dateonthelatestbiologicaladvances. 
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Withdrawal policy too lenient, professor says 
"We can't handle the increasing number 
of students who want to come to Marshall 
because we don't have enough instructors 
and classes," Woodard said. 
ATTENTION: Lawrence County, KY MU Students 
There will be an organizational meeting of the 
Lawrence County Humane Society 
Because Marshall's current withdrawal 
policy is so lenient, it allows students to 
drop courses they never intended to com-
plete, the chairman of the Academic Stan-
dards and Curricular Review Committee 
on Thursday, December 6th at 7 p.m. 
at City Hall in Louisa, KY. 
· said Wednesday. 
Dr. David Woodard said because stu-
dents do not pay any more tuition if they 
take 12 hours or 18, many students "bar-
gain shop" by registering for more classes 
than they plan to complete. 
Woodard said there are three possible 
solutions. 
Entrance requirements could be raised, 
tuition could be increased to pay for more 
part-time instructors or the withdrawal 
policy could be tightened so students would 
get through the university faster. 
Please help us help those animals in need of food, 
shelter, and rredical assistance. Help us to prevent 
aniroal abuse. Animals need love the sane as people do. 
Please cane to the rreeting and becare a charter member. 
Former president Hayes to leave Marshall 
Former Marshall University President 
Robert B. Hayes will be honored today at a 
reception in Memorial Student Center. 
Hayes plans to leave Marshall at the end 
of the this semester after a 25-year stint. 
He will assume the position of vice presi-
dent of administrative affairs Feb. 1 at 
Warner Southern College in Florida. · 
. Hayes came to Marshall in 1965 as dean 
of the College ofEducation and was named 
president of the university in 1974. 
During his tenure, the School of Medi-
cine and the Community College were es-
tablished. There also were more than $50 
million in campus improvements. 
Hayes resigned the presidency in 1983, 
but continued to serve as a professor in the 
Co1lege of Education. 
Open house today at Autism Training Center 
ing Center, said. 
'Ih you yo much, 
tu&_ t{~ t>iul&A--
ence County Humane Society 
Marshall's Autism Training Center will 
have an open house today as part of Na-
tional Autism Week, according to the direc-
tor of the center. 
"The open house will feature the films 
'Way to Go' and 'Regular Lives'," Dr. Bar-
bara Becker, director of the Autism Train-
There will be refreshments and slides at 
4 p.m. and the two movies at 5 p.m. A panel 
discussion will follow at 7 p.m. with mem-
bers of the Autism Training Center and the 
Autism Services Center ofHPntington par-
ticipating. 
I( (with this coupon--Offer Expires: 12/12/90 i 
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6 REASONS FOR WAR AN1D WHAT'S WRONG WITH THEM 
1. We must stop naked aggression. 
The alternative to war is not appeasement. It is the U.N. 
embatgo and negotiaions. War supporters treat the embargo 
as a prelude to war not an alternative. The embargo will take 
time, perhaps years, but it can work. Iraq invaded Kuwait for 
economic reasons, and it will leave for the same reasons. It is 
already paying a price for its aggression. 
Standing up for the principle that aggression must not go 
unpunished is something we can all agree on. It is not some-
thing the United States does very often. When Iraq invaded Iran 
we applauded.and helped. When the Soviet Union invaded Af-
ghanistan we didn't go to war. We count both Syria and Israel 
among our current Middle East allies, despite their invasions of 
Lebanon. And, of course, the United States was condemned by 
the U.N. foritsinvasionsofGrenadaand Panama. We're not on 
the edge of war because of some principle -- and sometimes 
war supporters admit the real reason. 
2. We can't let Saddam control an that oll. 
This is the real reason we have up to 500,000 troops poised 
for war. War supporters often say that control of Kuwait would 
give Iraq a ·stranglehold on the world's economy," implying 
that they'd cut off supplies to strangle us. But Iraq needs to 
sell its oi:, not hoard it The real issue is not access to oil, but 
control over the producers and the price of oil. We want to 
keep oil in the hands of friendly governments because that 
gives us power. 
In the past few months Saudi Arabia has iweased its oil 
production, so that there is now as much oil being produced 
as before the Iraqi invasion. In short, the world's oil producers 
have already replaced the apparently vital Iraqi and Kuwaiti 
supplies. 
3. We have to save the hostages. 
4. Saddam has all those terrible weapons. 
Yes, he does. And when is he most likely to use them? When 
we attack, of course. In the name of prevention we would be 
causing the use of the very weapons we find so terrible. A U.S. 
attack on Iraq would likely lead to a chemical weapons attack on 
Israel. And that could lead Israel to use its nuclear weapons. 
Iraq has offered to destroy its chemical and biological weapons 
and to ban nuclear weapons, if all countries in the region do the 
same. In other words, ii Israel destr_oys its weapons of mass 
destruction and ii the U.S. agrees not to deploy its nuclear 
weapons in the region. 
Iraq had these weapons before the invasion of Kuwait and we 
weren't talking about going to war over them. They got these 
weapons from the industrial countries and ii the industrial 
countries cut them off from the technology, they will not be able 
to develop them again. The way to stop the proliferation of 
these weapons is to stop the arms race, not to start a war. 
1• 
5. The whole world wants a war against Iraq. 
The world is indeed united behind the embargo and finding a 
peaceful solution. But the U.S. will light this war more or less 
alone. 
The major· Arab forces in the Gulf have announced that they 
will not participate in an attack. They have taken such a postion 
because they know that joining the U.S. will lead to massive 
unrest -- because the Arab masses will rally to support lrag ii 
the U.S. seeks to destroy it. 
Among the industrial countries, only Britain has committed itself 
to join in a U.S. war. This war will not be fought by the world 
against Iraq. It will be fought by the U.S. soldiers and paid for by 
U.S. taxpayers. 
6. We'll wipe them out 
The Pentagon estimates there will be 30,000 U.S. casualties in 
the first week and that up to 20,000 U.S. soldiers could die before 
it is over. And we know how reliable Pentagon estimates are. 
And Pentagon estimates stop after Iraq's military is destroyed. 
Will the U.S. leave then? Or will we stay to make sure the Saudi 
monarchy stays in power? A U.S. war will unleash a series of 
unpredictable events in the most volatile and heavily armed 
region of the world. II Vietnam was a quagmire, the Middle East is 
quicksand. 
Which New World Order? 
George Bush sees a New World Order arising out of the ashes 
of this war. He sees a new world where the United States can 
send its troops anywhere it wants. Where the U.N. is brought 
along afterward, as window dressing. Where the Congress 
forgets the constitution and grants one man the power to make 
war. Where the American people forget about Vietnam and allow 
themselves to be fooled by talk about Hitler and hostages. It is a 
New World Order that will cost tens of thousands of lives and 
hundreds of billions of dollars. 
There is an alternative to this New World Order. It is a dream as 
old as war itself, the dream of a world without war. We can 
glimpse it now, in the twilight of the Cold War, in the possibility 
for a peaceful alternative to the next hot one. It is a world where 
collective economic and political power replaces the military 
muscle of a single superpower. Where the whole world's needs 
are more important than one country's. 
The world is at an historic crossroad. The decision about which 
road we take does not belong to one man. It belongs to all of us. 
But we must act now, before that one man makes the decision 
for us. The hostages, of course, will be among the first victims of 
war. This is another bogus excuse for an oil war, an attempt 
to whip up public support by using an emotional issue to 
mask our naked economic goal. II we thought war was the Q LJ T N Q W • 
way to free hostages, we would still have Marines in 
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As work on 
the stadium 
continues, 





for the new 
structure 
Left: What wlll eventually be-
come the new stadium's 
bleachers begins to take 
shape as construction crews 
continue work on the struc-
ture. 
Above: A helicopter offers 
an aerial view of 62-year-old 
Falrfleld Stadium and Its re-
placement at a site closer to 
campus. 
Opposite Left: A worker 
waits while dirt Is load ad Into 
his dozer so he can proceed 
with his job. Officials say the 
stadium still ls on echedule 
to be completed by the start 
of the 1991 football season. 
Pholo by John Baldwin 
. 
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Filling a larger stad • 1um 
Players, officials say it can, should and will be done 
By Brent Unroe 
Reporter 
Imagine a thundering herd of 30,000 fans 
ata Marshall University football game, cheer-
ing the team to victory. 
With the completion of the new stadium, 
this could become a reality, according to some 
· Athletic Department 
officials. 
Athletic Director Lee 
Moon said three adver-
tising agencies have 
submitted proposals for 
promotions that will 
help draw fans to the 
new stadium. 
Moon said he talked 
Monday with Ben Sut-
Moon 
ton, vice president of Creative Athletic Mar-
ketingandassociateathletic director at Wake 
Forest University, who gave him ideas for 
promotions, fund raising, and businesses to 
target. 
Moon said the stadium could be filled the 
t 
"We have the ability to have 
20,000-plus fans every week." 
I . Bratt l...amberl . : : I 
first game next season, and if average atten-
dance is 25,000, he will be "tickled to death." 
Brad Lambert, the team's defensive end 
coach, said although the stadium probably 
will not be sold out every game, a couple of 
games could feature sell-out crowds. 
"We have the ability to have 20,000-plus 
fans every week," Lambert said. 
In the 1990 football season, Marshall aver-
aged 15,401 fans in seven home games at 
17,312-seat Fairfield Stadium. The record 
attendance at Fairfield was 19,371 against 
Furman Oct. 8, 1988. · 
The new 30,000-seat stadium is scheduled 
to be completed in time for the Herd's opening 
game next season. 
Moon said he is trying to get more students 
to come to the games. 
•· 
The new stadium will contain about 5,000 
seats in the student section, Moon said, in-
stead of the 3,500 in Fairfield. 
Moon said only 1,950 students picked up 
tickets for the Eastern Kentucky game last 
season, and only 700 student tickets were 
taken for the Appalachian State game. 
He said the new stadium's on-campus 
location should be a big factor in drawing 
more students. 
Lambert said he, too, would like to see more 
students attend games. "When you think of 
college football, you think of students getting 
rowdy and getting involved in the game," he 
said. "Players are students too, and they want 
to see students in the stands." 
Moon said maybe some West Virginia Uni-
versity fans will come to some Herd games if 
there is no conflict in schedule. 
Lambert said that bigger crowds will help 
motivate the Herd and intimidate the opposi-
tion. 
"But the number one thing is to win games," 
Lambert said. "That's what people want to 
see:" 
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Figuring Fairfield's fate 
Structure's future rests 
on · number of factor·s 
By Alan Pittman 
Reporter 
Marshall plans to keep Fairfield Stadium in 
case the new 30,000-seat field is not ready by 
next season, according to Dr. Edward Grose, 
vice president for administration. 
He said Marshall will continue to keep 
Fairfieldjustin case bad weather would delay 
completion of the new structure. 
~e want to keep our options open until we 
have a new stadium," he said. 
Marshall will turn Fairfield over to the 
public schools or park board when they see it 
won't be needed next season, Grose said. 
Also affecting the future of the 62-year-old 
stadium is the Dec.11 Cabell County election. 
If a bond passes, two comprehensive high 
schools would be built with each probably 
having its own field and the county wouldn't 
need Fairfield. 
"Presently, no final decision concerning the 
use of Fairfield has been made," Grose said. 
Grose said that with a new stadium Marshall 
couldn't afford to maintain Fairfield, nor would 
it have a use for it.except for the metal bleach-
erts from the 1983-84 renovations, which 
Grose said could be moved and used for other 
Marshall sports. 
Grose said when the new stadium is com-
pleted Marshall will have the option, if ap-
proved by the Board of Trustees, to sell 
Fairfield's dollar deed back to Cabell County 
BoardofEducationandtheHuntingtonBoard 
of Park Commissiom,rs who sold its shares to 
Marshall for the same dollar deed in 1970 .. 
From Fairfield's beginning in 1928, to 1970, 
it was jointly owned and equally financed by 
Marshall, the Cabell County Board of Educa-
tion and the Huntington Park Board. 
In 1970 to make way for legislative appro-
priation toward renovation in the form of 
5,000 seats and an artificial playing surface, 
the board of education and the Huntington 
Park Board turned over its shares of the deed 
to the West Virginia Board of Regents. 
Marshall then became sole owner and contin-
ued to allow local high school football teams to 
play at Fairfield. 
R. Jerry Brewster, superintendent of Cabell 
County schools, said the board of education's 
stake in Fairfield Stadium depends on the 
high school bond issue. 
Under the bond plan Cabell County would 
have two new high schools, Cabell East and 
Cabell West, to replace Milton, Barboursville, 
Huntington High, and Huntington East. 
"There is really no way we can make a 
decision until after the outcome of the bond 
election," he said. • 
Brewster said if the bond is passed then the 
consolidated high schools will likely have 
their own stadiums, but it would be three 
years before they could be built. 
However, Brewster said if it doesn't pass 
then both Huntington High and Huntington 
East need to continue playing their athletic 
events at either Fairfield or the new stadium. 
Still another option would be for the Hunt-
ington Park Board to use Fairfield Stadium. 
Grose said when the original deed Was 
constructed it stated that Fairfield would 
always be used for some kind of recreation. 
Director of Greater Huntington Park Rec-
reation District, James L. McClelland, said 
he hasn't formally discussed plans for Fair-
field with anyone. 
~e must wait on the outcome of the bond 
issue then sit with the board of education and 
discuss options," McClelland said. 
f·weather, · agreement · help . facility push toward goal 
By John ·Baldwin 
Reporter 
With later-than-usual warm weather and an agreement 
with a private non-profit corporation, Marshall's stadium 
should be complete by August 1991, and the facilities build-
ing has been started. 
•in some respects we're a little bit ahead of schedule, and the 
weather has been a real blessing," Lee Greenwood, project 
manager of the stadium, said. 
Inflation and unexpected relocation costs delayed construc-
tion of the facilities building, but because of a deal with the 
Marshall University Foundation, the building should be com-
plete by next year, Greenwood said. 
"The facilities building is an integral part of the stadium," 
Ed Grose, vice president for administration, said. "There was 
never any intention from the very beginning that we would 
build one without the other. 
. "The facilities building was bid on at the same time as the 
stadium. It was an option that the universitycould have built 
within six months of the opening·ofthe bid," he said. . 
Grose said the facilities building. will not be complete for 
next season, but it will be used for dressing rooms. 
"The contractors, agreed to get-the building finished enough . 
that we can use-the dressing rooms for the first·game." · 
According to Grose, the facilities building will be con- ' 
structed using $4 million in borrowed funds and money from 
bonds sold by the Marshall University Foundation. 
Marshall is leasing the land to the foundation, and in return 
the foundation is constructing the facilities building accord-
ing to original plans and specifications. 
The foundation will lease the building back to the univer-
. sity. Marshall will pay rent with revenue from executive box' 
seats and from a $2 surcharge on each ticket sold. 
There will be 19 executive box suites at the stadium, Grose 
said. The 24-seat boxes will sell for $24,000 a year and the 12-
seat boxes $10,000. Though.the arrangement has not been 
decided, all boxes have been committed for the first season. 
All of the critical foundation work is complete, but construc-
tion will continue through winter, Grose said. 
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The Fraternities 
of Marshall University 
wish you~ 
Happy Holiday Season! 
The Fraternities of Marshall University 
would like to announce their 
SPRING RUSH SCHEDULE: 
Format"Rush will be held January 23 through February 1. 
Bid Day will be January 31st at 5 pm in the Don Morris Rm . 
. Interfraternity Council Rush will be Tuesday, January 22nd 
in Twin Towers East and Holderby Hall. 
For those interested in learning more about Greek life at MU, 
there will be an inf onnation table in the Memorial Student 
Center from 10 am to 2 pm, January 15th through 18th. 
A~cI> TKE A TQ IlKA 
~a0 ~<I>E IlKcI> AXA 
" Idiot! ... You're standing on my foot!" 
THE PARTHENON IS LOOKING FOR ADVERTISING SALES 
REPS, AND TYPESETTERS FOR SPRING SEMESTER. IF INTER-
ESTED STOP BY ROOM 311 SMITH HALL OR CALL 696-2728 
Christmas 0pecial 
Receive $15°0'bonus if you 
donate plasma SIX times 
before Christmas. 
Qefreshm~nts will be served 
December 19-21. 
Baxter 
Hyland Plasma Center 
631 Fourth Ave. 
Huntington, WV 
529-0028 
. Cal~ for an .ap.p~intment. 
For more information , contact the office of Greek Affairs at 696-2284. 
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ROTC enrollment grows 
to highest in fiVe years 
By Kenneth A. Parsons 
Reporter 
Student enrollment in the ROTC pro-
gram-is growing and the trend is expected 
to continue,Lt. Col. John F. Smith, chair• 
man of military science, said. 
Smith said 306 students were enrolled in 
the program at the end of the last academic · 
year - the highest number in at least five 
y~. 
"I would expect it to continue," he said. 
He said one reason for the growing enroll-
ment is that the public's confidence in the . 
military is growing. 
Smith cited a recent Gallup poll on public 
confidence that ranked the . military at 
number one. 
The poll, which appeared in the Minnea-
polis Star Times Aug. 29, placed the mili-
tary at the top of 10 other institutions in-
cluding banks, Congress, the Supreme 
Court, churches and organized religion. 
For the first time in the poll's 18-year 
history, the military ranked alone at num-
ber one, according to the report. 
Public confidence in the military began to 
decline around 1969 during the Vietnam 
war, Smith said. 
He said that during the Reagan years, 
public confidence slowly began growing with 
the defense buildup. 
The Democratic reforms in 1990 also have 
been factors that have contributed to the 
growth, he said. 
Smith said West Virginia, Kentucky and 
Tennessee traditionally have been patri-
otic states. People from these states have 
College ~ 
Sweatshirts~ 
Amsba 's - Downtown 
DANCES WITH WOLVES (PG13) 
DAILY • :30 9:00 
SAT &SUN MAT.1:00 
PREDATOR 2 (R) 
DAIL YS:157:20 91 S 
SAT & SUN MAT. 1:06 3:10 
• JACOB'S LADDER (R) • 
l 
DAILY OS 7:06 9:3S ! 
SAT. SUN. MAT 2:06 ! 
• • 
THE RESCUERS DOWN UNDER (G) ·: 
SAT .°:ti~~~ ii) rn . . : 
!l HEATRE COUPONS ~ l Make Great GHts r.. 
1 : l 
\ 
1
THREE MEN AND A LITTLE LADY 't~H 
1 DAILY S:20 7:30 9:40 • l t SAT.SUN. MAT.1:003:10 t 
ROCKY V (PG13) 
DAILY ~:25 7.35 9.,s 
SAT&SUNMAT 1.053:\S 
r 
: • I I r ROCKY, 'f(PG13) r' 
• · • • • • · DAil 'f.~·25 'l'lS 9:45 · · 
A recent Gallup poll showed 
the public now is more confi-
dent in the military than in 
banks, Congress, the Su-
preme Court, churches and 
organized religion. The mili-
tary topped the list for the first 
time in the po/rs history. 
"a great propensity to' serve in the mili-
tary," he said. 
Cadet T.J. Adkins, Huntington junior, 
said he thinks public confidence in the 
military is growing. 
"After Vietnam, people were down on the 
army," he said. "Since then, it has become 
aprominentinstitutionin the public's eye." 
His goal is to be commissioned into the 
army, and he plans to make a career of the 
military, Adkins said. 
He said that medical benefits and travel 
are reasons for pursuing a military career, 
but his main reason is a patriotic mission. 
"I want to serve my country," he said. "It's 
an honor to do that." 
Jeanne Devos 
Nursing 
Prichard Hall 409 
Stan Maynard 
Teacher Education 










Smith Hall 7 42 
Dolores Johnson 
English 
Corbly Hall 459 
Thomas Pauley 
Biology 
Science Building 309 
i f 
: . SAT& SUN.MAT. I 06 l 1~ , · I I 
An Eternal Gifl 
· TradiUonally we &e and receive &.1,s al Chirslmas: sweaters, jewelry. 
per~e, E'J3!Iles, and_ ~dy. While these &f's are temporal. God's &fl 
of His &m Jesus Chrisl IS elemal. If you are inlereslecl in knowine, more 
. aboul receMne, God's elemal e)fl, please conlacl one of us. 
" ... the $fl of God is eternal in CJirist Jesus our Lord." (Romans 6:23) 
Yetta Evans 
Purchasing 
Old Main 214 
Clara Reese 
VTAE 
Harris Hall 435 
Charles Gruber · 
Social Studies 






Corbly Hall 346 
Carol Valentine 
English 
Corbly Hall 435 
Roscoe Hale 
Teacher Education 
Jenkins Hall 200 
Robert Hayes 
Educational Administration 
Jenkins Hall 217 
i ,. , .• I I 
Doris Wellman 
Home Economics 
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··Yeager Scholars off~r helpful hints for finals week 
"We know a lot of older people in the By Dave R. Logsdon 
Reporter 
Start early, analyze your weak areas, re-
lax and get plenty of rest are suggestions 
some Yeager Scholarsare offering on study-
ing for finals. 
See related story, Page 1 
"Students should start (studying) about three days in ad-
vance for the subject, and study for about two hours each 
day, rather than studying six hours for it the night before. 
That way if they don't understand something they have a 
couple of days before the test to find the answer." 
program and who know us," Kitchen said. 
•Ifwe need help, they will help us. Most of 
them have had the classes we have now. 
That's a big help.• 
Scott Wolf, Cincinnati, Ohio, said al though 
he has never taken a final here, he thinks 
the biggest factor will be the need to be re-
laxed while taking the final. 
•Being nervous does you absolutely no 
good," Wolf said. -You just have to be re-
Here's what they say to do and not to do. Jennifer M. Corn l ]axed and do the best you can do. If you're · nervous,you'lljustblankout. I usually look 
over the test, see how long it is, and see how 
Some students prefer to pull •all-nighters• 
the daybeforeafinal;butJennifer M.Corn, 
Westerville, Ohio, junior, said,•Last min-
ute studying, I've found, doesn't work usu-
ally. You usually end up panicked." 
Com said •students should start about 
three days in advance for the subject and 
study for about two hours each day rather 
than studying six hours for it the night 
before. That way if they don't understand 
something, they have a couple of days be-
fore the test to find the answer." 
Mary Jo Smith, Ironton, Ohio, sopho-
more, said it is important for students to 
know their strengths and weaknesses. 
"I don't understand. 
I didn't get the job 'cause 
I don't talk right? 
But I got a Bin my 
English class ... " 
If you want - or need - to ·1earn how to speak proper 
English, enroll in CONVERSATIONAL GRAMMAR. This 
3-hour self-improvement course can be taken at the 
Community College credit/non-credit during the Spring 
1991 semester. COM 096 will meet Tuesdays and Thurs-
days at 12:30 p .m. ENROLL NOW for your future! 
ALL THUNDERING 
HERD FANS! 
SHOP KOENIG'S IN HUNTINGTON MALL FOR 
SPORTING GOODS, ATHLETIC SHOES AND 
APPAREL, INCLUDING MARSHALL T-SHIRTS 
I 
p--•••-•-••-•----•••---••• 
1 0% OFFi 
Your next ~urchase 
at Koenigs 
in Huntington Mall. 
Just present this coupon. 
Sale itams uducled. 
Offw ends December 31, 1990. 
Phone 736-3366 
FOR All T~ SPORTS IN YOU 
------------------·------
much time there is." 
"They need to know what's going to take 
more time and what's not." 
Angela D. Kitchen, Grayson, Ky., sopho-
more, said students should talk to friends 
who have had the class in the past and ask 
them for suggestions. 
These students said these ideas have 
helped them in the past and can help any-
one achieve academic success. But, they 
say for them to work, they must be imple-
mented correctly and early enough to make 
a difference. 
EXAM SCHEDULE FALL 1990 
EXAM HOUR 
SATURDAY I 
MONDAY I TUESDAY THURSDAY FR IDAY 
DEC. 8 DEC. 10 DEC . 11 DEC . 13 DEC. 1, 
I 
1 :00 A.M . Classes Classes I Classes Classes Classes 
till Mffllng At : Meeting At : Meeting At : Meeting Al : Meeting At : 
10 : 00 A. M. 3:00 MWF 9: 30 T R 8 : 00 MWF 9 :00 MWF 1 : 00 TR 
10: 15 A.M . Classes Classes Classes Classes Classes 
till Meeting At : Meet ing At: Meeting At: Meeting At : Meeting At : 
12 : 15P.M. 3: 30 T R 11 : 00 MWF 12: 30 T R 11 : 00 TR 10: 00 MWF 
: 
1:30 P.M . Classes ! Classes ' Class.es Classes 
till Meeting At : Meeting At: j Meeting At : Meeting At : 
3 : 30 P ,M. 2: 00 MWF 1 : 00 MWF : 12 : 00MWF 2: 00 T R 
i 
3: 0 P.M. l ALL SECTIONS ; ALL SECTIONS ! 
till ' Chemistry 100, 
5:,s P.M, I I Speech 103 I 203, 21 1, 212 , 
: 355 and 356 I I 
' I 
EXAM DAYS: Saturday morning, December B; Monday. December 10; Tuesday. December II; 
Thursday , December 13; Friday, December 14 
STUDY DAY : Wednesday, December 12 (Wednesday evening classes examined) 
NOTE : All classes meeting 11 : 00 P. M. and after will be examined at their regular class meeting beginning 
Monday. December 10, through and including Thur sday , December 13, even if the exam fa lls o n 
a Study Oay. All Saturday clas ses will be examined on December a. 
A Degree in 
Food Service Management 
is a giant step 
toward a great career 
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11 
The Lady Herd defeated WVU, 70-63, Wed-
nesday night at the Cam Henderson Center. 
Senior forward Sheila Johnson led Marshall 
with 29 points. 
Herd hopes momentum 
stays with them at Pitt 
After win over WVU, 
3-2 Marshall thunders 
into Panther contest 
By Chris Dickerson 
Sports Editor 
Riding a swelling wave of momentum 
following Tuesday's 97-80 romp against 
West Virginia University, the Herd is in 
Pittsburgh today looking to upset the na-
tionally-ranked Panthers. 
The game represents Marshall's tough-
est test of the early season. But the Herd 
hopes to use momentum it picked up in the 
surpisingly easy victory. 
"This is the start of a big week," sopho-
more forward Tyrone Phillips said after the 
WVU win - the Herd's third consecutive 
victory. "Hopefully, the momentum will be 
with us in Pittsburgh." 
John Taft, who scored 28 against the 
Mountaineers, agreed. "We just went out 
tonight and did what we had to do," the 
senior point guard said. "I thought we went 
out and played hard. 
"It's going to be tough, but we've got to 
keep believing in what we're doing," Taft 
said. "We can keep playing like this. Ifwe 
keep doing what we're doing, we'll win. But 
we've got to believe in each other. 
First-year coach Dwight Freeman said he 
was pleased with the way the players jelled 
into a team against the Mountaineers. 
"John Taft plays like that all the time," 
Freeman said of Taft's 28-point perform-
ance. "I expect him to play like that now. 
"But he got a lot of help tonight," he said. 
"If we get an effort like that every game, 
we'll be a pretty good basketball team." 
Taft said he felt good about the way he 
played against WVU and hopes to con-
tinue. "I was fortunate to get the ball and 
shots werefalling,"he said. "I'd like to keep 
it up against Pitt. We'll need it." 
Cunningham said the Herd's start is better 
than most expected, but said he knows 
what the team is playing so well. "After five 
games, not a lot of people thought we'd be 3-
2," he said. "Some thought it might be 2-3, 
1-4 or even 0-5. The reason is we're playing 
hard, When you do that, good things hap-
pen." 
Pitt Panthers 
AP Rank: 11 
Coach: Paul 
Evans 




Records: Pitt is 4-1 ; Herd is 3-2. 
Game time: 8:08 p.m. 
Game broadcast locally on 
WSAZ TV and WTCR AM-FM. 
The Panthers are led by seniors Brian 
Shorter, Bobby Martin, Jason Matthews 
and Darelle Porter and juniors Sean Miller 
and Darren Morningstar. 
Pitt enters the game coming off a stinging 
84-80 loss Tuesday to No. 21 Virginia in the 
ACC-Big East Challenge. The Panthers 
are 4-1. The Herd is 3-2. 
Pitt coach Paul Evans seems impressed 
by the Thundering Herd. "They are a very 
athletic team," he said Wednesday. "Taft is 
as good a guard as we'll see all year. 
"They've been scoring a lot of points, 
especially at home," the fifth-year Pitt coach 
said. "Marshall is a very aggressive re-
bounding team, especially on the offensive 
boards." 
Evans said he was surprised by the Herd's 
victory against the Moutaineers, who Pitt 
faces Saturday when Marshall travels to 
State College, Pa., to battle Penn State. 
"I was a little surprised because West 
Virginia had had a couple of good wins 
before that," he said. "But it was a 20-point 
game with just a few minutes remaining." 
Evans also said he doesn't know what to 
expect from his Panthers in today's game. 
"You're guess is as good as mine," he said, 
adding that a victory would be good for his 
team after Tuesday's upset. "There's noth-
ing better for a team's state of mind than a 
win." 
The game, which is scheduled to begin at 
8:08 p.m., will be aired locally by WSAZ TV 
and WTCR AM-FM. 
· Ihnat named to All-America teams 
Eyes on the ball 
Photo by John Baldwin 
Tight end Eric Ihnat Tuesday was named 
to the Walter Camp and Kodak I-AA All-
America teams. 
Ihnat, a 6-foot-4, 240-pound senior, led 
the Southern Conference in receptions this 
season, catching 55 passes for 592 yards. 
A two-time All-SC selection, Ihnat had a 
career total of 96 catches for 1,185 yards 
Along with 9,786 fans, forward Andre Cunningham (33) focuses on the basketball and 11 touchdowns to place himself eight in 
receiving in school history. 
after releasing a shot over West Virginia University's Phil WIison (45). The Ihnat said he was honored to be selected 
Thundering Herd won Its third straight game Tuesday in the Henderson Center as to the teams. "I feel fortunate to receive 
Marshall pounded the Mountalners, 97-80. Cunningham, a Red Jacket senior, suchanhonor,"theColumbus,Ohio,native 
shot 75 percent from the fleld en route to a season high 20 points. He also went said. 
two-for-two from the fr,e throw line and grabbed five rebounds. The Herd returns "Anytime an individual can receive na- , 
·to action tQday at the_ University of Plttsbur~h, ~~ time.ls B:08_~.m. . 
1
• , tioQQ!.ncognition for the Marshall football -' , • ._.,....._ ______ .....,.,.;.,.;;.....---------·-·-• __.· _. _, _, _. _____ ...... ,_1 pwU.ain,it'sa~ooofeeling,"he·said. · · · , • thnat- , • ,' ,'.'::. ' , ·  - -· .• .. _.. · · , ~~~I > , ~, • , , • • , • • • • ~ • ,. • "' • " .. ~ ,,. • , .. • • • • • •• •• ,( • . . . ........ . . , , • • -• • • ..... • •' •' .. • ... , •• ' ." ,• ,.• ." ,; ; ~ ,,.• / _.,·a:,/•• 1o' • " • , • I I I I I I ,1 r I ti t f ,J I -, .t ~ • I <I 1 • • • 1 • .• , • • , • , , , ., ,- t , y • • , • 1 , • • , , 1 1t ,, ;;1,,• t • • • , 4 • t , t • • , • 
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Plan will in_cl.ude-expansion 
of campus, consultant says 
Marshall's new master plan will include 
expansion of the university campus, the 
owner of a consulting firm hired by the 
school told area residents and members of 
the university community Tuesday at two 
public forums. 
"I can guarantee that we are going to rec-
ommend purchasing more property," Wil-
liam R. Love, an owner of Wool pert Con-
sultants, said. 
Woolpert Consultants of Dayton, Ohio, 
will take university expansion plans and 
combine them with information gathered 
at these public meetings to come up with a 
master plan for future university growth. 
Most who attended the forums were busi-
ness people associated with Save Our Stores, 
a group formed several yeat'lf ago to protest 
Marshall's expansion plans east of 20th 
Street where the new stadium is under 
construction. 
"Marshall should take no more businesses 
away from Huntington. Businesses pro-
vide jobs, taxes and income," Norman 
Glaser, owner of Glaser Furniture Co., said. 
"The university should make maximum 
use of already owned property instead of 
buying more." 
Glaser said many owners of businesses 
that might be affected by Marshall's expan-
sion plans did not attend the forums be-
cause attending such meetings has become 
"a waste of time." 
"They can't do a damn bit of good by 
· staying away,• Love responded. 
In the last couple of decades, Marshall 
has expanded north, south and east of the 
main campus. Several residential areas 
and businesses have been cleared to make 
room for the expanding school. . 
Woolpert Consultants plan to design the 
framework of the master· plan through 
January. The master plan should be com-
plete by September 1991. 
Senate resolution urges help for disabled 
Student Senate passed a resolution Tues-
day calling for students to help physically 
challenged classmates duringemergencie!I. 
President Pro-tempore Taclan Romey, 
College of Fine Arts, said Marshall police 
will not assist disabled students down stairs 
during a fire because ofliability. 
"We're going to ask disabled students' 
classmates to help them by informing the 
firemen where the disabled students are lo-
cated in the building," Romey said. 
An ad-hoc committee will be formed to 
work out the details of assigning volun-
teers to physica lly challenged students, 
Romey said. 
Student Body President Toni Hayden said 
he thinks the resolution is a good idea, 
especially for disabled students who live in 
the dorms. 
"I live on the disabled floor in Twin Tow-
ers East, and I think it would be a great idea 
to have some kind of buddy system where 
volunteers could assist the disabled stu-
dents," Hayden said. 
Sen. Heather Wilt, College of Education, 
said she is concerned about students get-
ting sued if they dropped the disabled stu-
dent. 
Romey said it would be the job of the 
com mittee to work out any such problems. 
Needed:New Student Orientation 
advisors for summer 1991 
positions available for June 3 - June 28 
and M,1y 13 - July 26 
For more information 
call 696-2354. 
Salary $625/month + room & board 
APPLICATION DEADLINE - Dec. 1-1, 1990 
INTERVIEWS - Jan. 28- Jan. 31 
Applic,1tions are available in: 
Student Life - 2W31 Student Activities - 2W38 
Minority Students Office - 1 W25 
. -
We Loan Mone 
101 O 3rd Ave. Downtown Huntington• 697-4211 
WE BUY SELL AND LOVE TO TRADE 
Calendar 
Afflnnatlve Action and Human Resources is 
conducting three open forums to discuss public 
employee insurance. Sessions will be from 9 a.m.-
noon and 3-5 p.m. today and from 9 a.m.-noon 
Friday in Memorial Student Center 2W22. All 
employees are allowed release time to attend one 
of these sessions. • 
Chief Juatlce Yearbook is taking group photo-
graphs IOI' the 1990-91 book. Groups must contact 
Mike Kennedy at 522-9741 after9 p.m. to set up a 
photo session. 
Marshall University Society of Engllah has set 
its last meeting of the semester for 10:30 a.m. Dec. 
12 in the English Library in Corbly Hall. The meet-
ing also will be an awards party for winners in their 
writing contest. More information is available by 
calling 696-6439. 
~::-_:_::';~~ INFINITY BOOKS LTD 
· ::1: -· presents 
:,_::,:::? 2 of the most controversial 
·:}}~ and feare_d books in history: 
,:··:,::_':_J Ethics and 
~ •~-.. - i 
f:\lrrhe ~~~G~~~v~:18 
·:::-:)~Ask for them at your bookstor 
·; / ~~ or order directly from Infinity 
: :: :'.=:: Books Ltd. Send $6/book or 
,i<-~$10/set plus$2 for postage 
- ;~ and handling to: 
-~J P. 0. Box 5451 
-._·:: Huntington. WV 25703 
:.:=ii Please allow 4-6 wks for del!veiy. 
A home filled 





Unable to have . 
child of our own. 
Please call 
Audrey and Jeff 
collect at 
(914)472-8658. 
1/2 BLOCK from MSC. Large 1-BR garage 
Apartment. Newly remodeled inside, off street 
parking, Water Paid $250. 529-1211 or 522-
6239. 
EXECUTIVE HOUSE APTS.- 1 BR, central 
H/ A, off-street parking, laundry facilities, no 
pets. quiet Lease , $300 DD. $300 month. Full 
time Manager. 886-5250 or 529-0001 . 
1-BR FURNISHED APT. W/W Carpet, Off. 
street Parking. Available nowl Call 522-3187. 
1-BR APT - Carpet, A/C pkg, furnished. Ryan 
Arms. $285 + DD 523-5615. 
2-BR APT-Carpet, A/C, pkg, kit. furnished, 
water paid. $325 + DD 523-5615. 
STUDIO EFFICIENCY-Carpet, A/C kit. Fur-
nished, water paid. $200 + DD. 523-5615 
OFF STREET PARKING, available for $85 a 
semester. 1/2 Block from MSC. 529-1211 or 
522-6239. 
FREE RENT - Isl month free. All sizes, safe 
secure storage. Close to campus. E-Z Stor 
- 529-7225. 
'i~RN $500-$1500/ wk parttime stuffing en-
velopes in your home. For free information, 
send a long, self-addressed, stamped enve-
lope to: P0 Box 464 DEPT. P114, Albuquer-
que NM 87196. 
TYPING IS OUR BUSINESS I Call the word• 
shop today! 522-WORD. 
,. ROOMMATE NEEDED - nice unfurnished 2-
BR apt, carpet, dishwasher, A/C, off-street 
parking, disposal. $162 rent + utilities per 
person. 2407 Collis Ave. 522-9280. 
MU GRAD, mother of two. will babysit in my 
Ritter Park area home Dec 14, 1990-June 1, 
1991.Anytime, Full, part, or occasional. Reli-
able and reasonable rates 522-6629 
ROOMMATE WANTED - 2 BR. Large apart-
ment, southside. Rent $325 + electric arid 
gas/split with neat non-smoker. Call525-8938. 
.£ri1!! .t~!e. -I!~!, 
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
OUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL 
Excellel)t pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean, 
Hawaii, Bahamas. South Pacific, Mexico. 
CALL NOWI Call refundable. 
1-206-736-0775, Ext. 600N 
YOUR'ENOT 
TOO LATE-!. 
:B:~QJ s.t~,~t:.N;~:"i !·. 
slr;,~ii:Hl~;-Classes _$JQ_rt Jan 7, 
. co'U~ge -Tron.sfers A·~cepted 
·. .·.· •. ,:; . . . . 
